Snowmobiling Is a Fun Way to Enjoy Winter... in the Right Places

Some Areas Are Off-Limits
Winter brings out more recreationists every year. Watch for signs in sensitive wildlife habitat limiting snowmobiles to trails. Your cooperation helps balance the needs of all recreationists and nature on public lands. Not an easy task!

People Are Welcome in Wilderness--Machines Are Not
Our numbers keep growing and our society becomes more mechanized all the time. Concern for the loss of wild places brought about the Wilderness Act in 1964. As a nation, we decided to protect some special natural areas from machines and all human development. Respect the law and steer clear of wilderness.

It Helps to Know Your Way Around
You can find trail maps at many local outlets, with groomed routes and restricted areas clearly marked.

While the TV ads would have us believe that a machine can take us to a wild place, it really can't. Wherever an engine takes us, real wildness will be just out of hearing, over the next ridge.
— Chris Madson, Outdoor Writer